UTDesign Locker Guide

The ‘UTDesign Lockers’ are located at the loading dock on the back (east side) of the SPN building, see images below.

Click here for directions.

The lockers are available to deliver/return parts and small equipment for Capstone and EPICS projects. The lockers are secured with padlocks, and each padlock has a unique combination code. Contact the UTDesign office, utdesign@utdallas.edu, for locker assignment, code and instructions. Please pick up your items as soon as you can since the locker space is limited.

After you have picked up your parts/equipment, you must:
- Close the locker door, and make sure the padlock is locked.
- Verify that you have received all of the ordered parts/equipment.
- Email utdesign@utdallas.edu and let them know which shipment you picked up, and if there are any parts missing etc.

Please follow CDC’s recommendations for social distancing - stay at a safe distance from other people and wear personal protection equipment. Only one person should be on the platform at any time, and you must wait your turn if someone else is already securing their parts.